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Abstract
The tau lepton lifetime has been measured using three dierent methods
with the DELPHI detector. Two measurements of one-prong decays are com-
bined, accounting for correlations, giving a result of 

= 291:8  3:3 (stat.) 
2:0(sys.) fs while the decay length distribution of three-prong decays gives the
result 

= 286:7  4:9 (stat.) 3:3 (sys.) fs. Combining the results presented
here with previous DELPHI measurements, we get 

= 291:4 3:0 fs and nd
that the ratio of the coupling constant for tau decay relative to that for muon
decay is 0:990  0:009, compatible with lepton universality.
(To be submitted to Physics Letters B)
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11 Introduction
The tau lepton is a fundamental constituent of the Standard Model and its lifetime
can be used to test the model's predictions. In particular, lepton universality can be
probed using the relationships
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where 
;
and m
;
are the lifetimes and masses of the muon and tau lepton, g
e;;
are the
coupling constants to the W

for the electron, muon and tau respectively and R(m

=m

)
is a phase space correction for the tau to muon branching ratio [1].
The lifetime measurements presented here were derived from the data taken by the
DELPHI experiment at LEP during 1992 and 1993 at centre-of-mass energies around
91 GeV. The 
+

 
data were selected in the same way as those used for the Z! 
+

 
lineshape measurement [2]. As in previous measurements [3] the 3 layer single-sided
silicon microvertex detector [4] and its good spatial precision are the key to making the
track measurements necessary to accurately measure the short tau decay distance.
Three techniques were used to measure the lifetime. Two of them treated events where
both taus decay into single charged particles, while the third one was used to study tau
decays producing three charged particles. The one-prong measurements extract lifetime
information from the relationship between the impact parameter and the lifetime. The
third method reconstructed the decay vertex for tau leptons from the three charged
particles and hence measured the ight distance from the centre of the interaction region
of the LEP beams.
The Monte Carlo program KORALZ [5] was used to model tau decays in all of these
analyses. This was interfaced to a detailed model of our detector response [6] to cross-
check event reconstruction for biases.
The DELPHI detector is described in [7]. This analysis uses the charged particle
tracking system covering the polar angle range j cos j < 0:73. This consists of four
detectors in a 1.2 T solenoidal magnetic eld:
1. the Microvertex Detector (VD) is a 3 layer single sided silicon vertex detector, con-
sisting of 24 overlapping plaquettes per layer, which provides an R
y
resolution of
8 m and a two track separation of 100 m;
2. the Inner Detector (ID) is a gas detector with a jet-chamber geometry. It produces
up to 24 points per track, yielding a track element with an R resolution of 60 m;
3. the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) is the main tracking detector of DELPHI,
situated between radii of 30 cm and 120 cm. Up to 16 points per track produce a
track element with an R resolution of 250 m;
4. the Outer Detector (OD) consists of 24 modules containing 5 layers of drift tubes
operating in limited streamer mode and situated at a radius of 2 m. Charged particles
produce track elements with 300 m precision in R.
The resolution of a track extrapolation to the interaction region is dominated by the
spatial resolution of the VD and its alignment precision. The relative positions of the VD
y
R,  and z dene a cylindrical coordinate system, +z being coincident with the electron beam and R and  in the
plane transverse to the beam.
2modules were surveyed to an accuracy of 20 m in three dimensions before installation
in DELPHI. Movement with respect to the rest of the DELPHI detector was monitored
using lasers and found to be less than 5 m over the running period. The nal alignment
was carried out using tracks from Z! 
+

 
decays, selected as described in [2], and
tracks from Z! hadrons which cross the overlap regions of the VD modules within a
single layer.
The track extrapolation resolution, 
extrap
, can be expressed as

2
extrap
 
2
asympt
+
 

ms
p
t
p
sin 
!
2
: (2)
The rst term is the asymptotic resolution for high momentum tracks and reects the
combination and resolution of the tracking detectors used. The second term describes
the eect of multiple scattering with p
t
, the transverse momentum with respect to the
z axis, in GeV/c. For tracks with elements in the ID, TPC and one hit in each of the
VD layers, 
asympt
is 23 m and 
ms
is 69 m GeV/c. A more complete discussion of the
estimation of 
extrap
is presented in section 2.2.
The centre of the interaction region is used to estimate the tau production point. It
was measured in samples of about 100 hadronic Z decays. The centre was determined in
this way with a precision of 5 m. In the R plane the interaction region is an ellipse
with a semi-major axis of about 100 m and a semi-minor axis of less than 10 m.
The two one-prong measurements are described in the following section, which includes
the correlations between these two measurements which use overlapping data samples.
Section 3 describes the decay length analysis applied to three-prong tau decays. Finally,
section 4 presents the combined result and conclusions.
2 One-Prong Lifetime Measurements
The tau sample used here was selected with the standard lineshape cuts [2], with the
additional requirement that there were only two reconstructed charged tracks of opposite
charge, having a transverse momentum greater than 1 GeV/c. Complementary sets of
cuts were used to identify e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
; 
+

 
samples. These latter samples were used
to measure the extrapolation resolution, monitor the track selection criteria and study
the dierence in tracking between electrons and muons. The data sample sizes available
for each year are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Di-lepton event samples for the 1992 and 1993 data. The tau sample only
includes decays to one charged particle.
1992 1993
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
16519 17014
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
16398 16179
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
11542 11736
The lifetime information for one-prong tau decays is obtained by measuring the impact
parameter of charged tracks, dened as the distance of closest approach of the extra-
polated tracks to the production point. For tracks coming from tau decays, in case of
3a perfect knowledge of the track parameters and of the production point, the impact
parameter in the R plane is given by:
d = L sin 

sin(  

); (3)
where L is the decay length, 

the azimuthal direction of the decaying object,  the
track's azimuth and 

the polar angle of the decaying object. The sign of the geometric
impact parameter is dened as the sign of the z component of ~a 
~
b where ~a is the
projection on the R plane of the vector from the centre of the interaction region to the
point, P, of closest approach and
~
b is the track vector at P. Geometric impact parameters
were used in the calculation of the resolution functions, as well as in the extraction of the
tau lifetime in sections 2.1 and 2.2.
Tracks selected for these analysis, including the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
events used to measure
the resolution functions, satised the following criteria:
1. at least 11 points in the TPC;
2. at least two layers with hits in the VD;
3. a 
2
probability for the track t in the TPC and VD greater than 0.01;
4. if the track had hits in only 2 layers of the VD, there should not be any other hit
within 400 m, in order to reduce misassociation of hits to the track.
The above selection criteria, when applied to e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
events, showed no oset
biases to the impact parameter distributions.
The background composition of the tau decay samples was determined by applying
all tau selection and tracking quality cuts to simulated samples of each background class.
From a sample of two million hadronic Z decays, no events were found which survived
our selection. The precision tracking selection reduced the cosmic ray background to
negligible levels. Other sources of background considered in the nal tau sample were
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
; 
+

 
and two photon (e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
X) events. The overall background
levels are lower than for the normal linescan selection as our track quality cuts further
reduce acollinear e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
decays which are due to tracking defects and would
otherwise end up in the tau sample. The background levels, along with the statistical
uncertainties from the simulated samples used, are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Backgrounds in the tau event samples. The uncertainties are based on the
statistics of the simulated samples.
1992 1993
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
0:22  0:06% 0:28  0:06%
e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
0:13  0:04% 0:17  0:05%
e
+
e
 
! e
+
e
 
X 0:27  0:06% 0:36  0:09%
Total 0:62  0:09% 0:81  0:12%
The tau lifetime was extracted from one-prong decays using two methods. The rst
method used the impact parameter dierence which represents an improvement over
the single hemisphere impact parameter lifetime determination (see for example [3]) by
reducing the dependence of the lifetime on the unknown tau decay angle. In the impact
parameter dierence method the knowledge of the tau pair production point is limited by
the size of the interaction region, whose dimensions are larger than the track extrapolation
resolution of the detector. To overcome this, the second method used the track pair miss
4distance. There the two impact parameters in a 
+

 
event were summed so that the
dependence on the production point inside the interaction region cancelled to rst order.
This second method is sensitive to the knowledge of the resolution function, which will
therefore be described in detail in section 2.2. The single hemisphere impact parameter
measurement, used previously, is not reported here because it is highly correlated to the
above two methods and hence adds negligible precision to the lifetime measurement.
2.1 The Impact Parameter Dierence Method
The impact parameter of a tau decay product is generated both by the ight distance
of the decaying tau and the angle the decay track makes with the original tau direction.
This can be exploited to determine the tau lifetime by correlating the impact parameters
and the dierence in azimuthal angles of the tau decay products.
Taking d from Eqn. 3, we can form the impact parameter dierence:
d
+
  d
 
= L
+
sin 

+
sin(
+
  

+
)  L
 
sin 

 
sin(
 
  

 
) (4)
Assuming collinearity (i.e. neglecting initial and nal state radiation) the taus are emitted
in opposite directions giving 

+
  

 
=  and sin 

+
= sin 

 
 sin 

. Averaging
over decay lengths (< L
+
>=< L
 
>< L >) and approximating sin(
i
 

)  
i
 

,
since the tau decay product follows the tau direction within a few degrees, gives
< d
+
  d
 
> = < L > (
+
  
 
+ ) sin 

= < L >  sin 

; (5)
where: < L > = c

is the average decay length; c = (p

=m

); c is the speed of light;
p

is the tau momentum calculated from the beam energy taking into account radiative
corrections; m

is the mass of the tau; and 

is its lifetime. Thus the impact parameter
dierence, < d
+
  d
 
>, is proportional to the projected acoplanarity ( sin 

where
 = 
+
  
 
+ ) with a proportionality constant that is related to the tau lifetime.
The variables d
+
, d
 
,  and 

are measured on an event-by-event basis to extract
the correlation, 

being estimated from the direction of the thrust axis. While 

  


cannot be determined event-by-event, the decay angle dierence, , is measured with
a precision of 0:5 mrad. Another advantage of this method is that backgrounds such
as 
+

 
or e
+
e
 
events tend to have small  and hence have a reduced eect on the
correlation determination. The prime drawback of this method is that d
+
  d
 
is doubly
smeared by the lack of knowledge of the tau pair production point inside the interaction
region. Moreover other backgrounds such as two photon events or radiative 
+

 
and
e
+
e
 
events have < d
+
  d
 
> 0 independent of the projected acoplanarity. This gives
a bias towards smaller lifetimes.
For this analysis both tracks were required to satisfy the criteria described at the
beginning of this section. Events emitting a photon due to radiative corrections to the
tau production process tend to have an increased acoplanarity, biasing the measurement
towards shorter lifetimes. Events with a photon of energy greater the 1 GeV having an
invariant mass with the closest charged particle of more than 2 GeV/c
2
were removed,
as such photons could not have originated from the tau decay. The bias due to events in
which the radiated photon is softer or not detected is still not negligible and is indicated
later in this section. This left 6439 events in the 1992 data sample and 6801 events
in the 1993 data sample, with j sin 

j < 0:2 rad, which were used for the lifetime
determination.
The lifetime was extracted from an event-by-event 
2
t of a straight line to the
variable Y = d
+
  d
 
as a function of X =

()
ref
 sin 

. The ratio of the relativistic
5factors allows the use of points taken at dierent beam energies by rescaling to a reference
value, which was chosen to be 45.6 GeV. Each event is weighted by 1=
ipd
2
, where 
ipd
is
the quadratic sum of the extrapolation resolution 
extrap
, the interaction region size 
ir
,
and the width of the tau decay length distribution 

:

2
ipd
= 
2
extrap,+
+ 
2
extrap, 
+ 
2
ir
+ 
2

: (6)
The last term in this expression arises because even for perfect impact parameter reso-
lution the impact parameter dierence has a width due to the variation in decay lengths
from event to event. The slope of the line was used to determine the lifetime according
to Eqn. 5. The t was iterative, removing the 0.4% of events with the greatest residuals.
This procedure removed poorly reconstructed events as well as some tau decays with very
long ight length. Figure 1 shows < d
+
  d
 
> versus X for the 1992 and 1993 data
samples combined. The slopes derived from the t were
L
92
= 2:174  0:051 mm, (7)
L
93
= 2:116  0:054 mm, (8)
where the uncertainties quoted are statistical only. These slopes can be converted to
lifetimes using the reference value for the beam energy and the world average tau mass,
1777.1 MeV/c
2
[8], but still need to be corrected for the biases shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of the systematic uncertainties and corrections in the impact param-
eter dierence tau lifetime determination.
1992 1993 Correlation
fs fs
Simulation of Tau Production +5:1 0:3 +5:3 0:3 1.0
0.4% Removal of Events +6:5 1:6 +8:3 1:6 0.0
 Background +1:3 0:4 +1:8 0:5 1.0
Di-leptons Background +0:5 0:1 +0:7 0:1 0.0
Alignment 0:4 0:4 1.0
Event Selection 0:7 0:9 0.0
Tracking Resolution 0:5 0:5 1.0
Branching Ratios/Polarisation 0:3 0:3 1.0
Total +13:4 2:0 +16:1  2:0 0.2
The violation of the collinearity assumption and the eect of radiation in the deter-
mination of the tau momentum create a bias of 5:1  0:3 fs and 5:3 0:3 fs in 1992 and
1993 respectively. This bias computed mainly from the simulation of tau production,
including radiative eects, is common to both years' analyses. On the other hand the
bias induced by removing 0.4% of the events depends on the beam spot size, which is
substantially dierent for the two years (+6:5 1:6 fs and +8:3 1:6 fs respectively) and
thus these systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated from one year to the next.
The systematic uncertainties include the simulation statistics and uctuations of the life-
time determined by varying the fraction of removed event. A further small correction is
due to the background contamination.
Additional systematic uncertainties arise from the vertex detector alignment (0:4 fs)
corresponding to coherent changes in the radial position of the vertex detector layers of
620m. A conservative approach is taken in assuming that these uncertainties are fully
correlated from one year to the next, since possible defects in the alignment may aect
the lifetime results in the same way. This procedure is adopted in all three analyses.
The eect of the event selection was computed varying the selection cuts and the
r.m.s. of the uctuation (0.7 fs for 1992 and 0.9 fs for 1993) is indicated as a systematic
error. The method is also quite insensitive to the impact parameter resolution (0.5 fs),
and tau branching ratios or polarisation (0.3 fs).
The slopes of Eqns. 7 and 8 correspond to tau lifetimes of:

92
= 296:2  6:6 (stat.)  2:0 (sys.) fs, (9)

93
= 291:4  7:0 (stat.)  2:0 (sys.) fs. (10)
These can be combined, accounting for the correlations in the systematic uncertainties
shown in Table 3, to give a nal result of:

ipd
= 293:9  4:8 (stat.) 1:5 (sys.) fs.
2.2 The Miss Distance Method
The miss distance method used both tracks in a 1-v-1 topology event, as did the
impact parameter dierence method. The impact parameters here were signed according
to the same convention. The miss distance, d
miss
, was given by
d
miss
= d
+
+ d
 
; (11)
where d
+
and d
 
were dened in Eqn. 3.
Both particles in the event were required to satisfy the criteria described at the be-
ginning of section 2. In addition we required that there be at most one other layer with
an unassociated hit within 7.5

of the track in . This removed a small number of events
with conversions, delta-rays and three-prong decays where the other two tracks were
unassociated in the VD. This gave nal sample sizes of 6506 and 6899 events for the 1992
and the 1993 data respectively.
The lifetime was estimated using an event-by-event maximum likelihood technique.
The probability density function for each event was determined with an analytical con-
volution of a physics function and an impact parameter resolution calculated for each
of the two tracks in an event. The physics function was built computing the \true"
miss distance from the full Monte Carlo simulation, ltered with the same selection cuts
as those used on the data sample, and parameterised with a double exponential and a
Gaussian term as a function of the tau lifetime. The impact parameter resolution was
parameterised as in Eqn. 2. The asymptotic term, 
asympt
, is proportional to the single
hit precision of the VD, 
VD
, with the constant of proportionality determined from the
radial distribution of hits associated to the track. For tracks with a single hit in each VD
layer this constant is 2.8 and ranges from 1.9 to 6.6 for other hit patterns. The 
+

 
and
Table 4: The eective VD hit precisions determined from di-electrons and di-muons.

VD
m 1992 1993
electrons 8:07  0:06 8:44 0:07
muons 7:42  0:05 8:08 0:06
7e
+
e
 
events were used to determine 
VD
for each year's data and the values are shown in
Table 4. The multiple scattering term, 
ms
also depends on the radial distribution of VD
hits associated with each track. With these resolutions, lifetime values of 293:8  5:1 fs
from the 1992 data and 282:6 4:8 fs from the 1993 data were measured. The data from
both years are shown in Figure 2 along with a combined t.
In varying the event selection criteria, it was found that the lifetime changed by 1.1 fs
in 1992 and 0.9 fs in 1993. To check for biases in the event selection, a sample of simulated
events, with full detector eects, was selected and tted in the same way as the data.
This yielded a lifetime of 300:1  1:3 fs, in good agreement with the input lifetime of
300.0 fs.
Table 5: Summary of the systematic uncertainties and corrections on the miss distance
tau lifetime determination.
1992 1993 Correlation
fs fs
Event Selection 1:1 0:9 0.0
Tracking Resolution 2:5 2:7 1.0
Particle Misidentication 0:2 0:2 0.0
Background +1:8 0:5 +2:3  0:6 1.0
Alignment 0:5 0:5 1.0
Physics Function 0:7 0:7 1.0
Branching Ratios/Polarisation 0:7 0:7 1.0
Fit Range 1:1 1:2 0.0
Total +1:8 3:2 +2:3  3:3 0.8
An estimate of the systematic uncertainty arising from the knowledge of the resolution
function was made by using e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
events. A systematic uncertainty of 0.9 fs
for the 1992 data and 0.7 fs for the 1993 data was assigned by comparing the values of

VD
extracted from tracks with dierent VD hit patterns and by varying the multiple
scattering term in Eqn. 2 by 3%, which is the uncertainty measured in the simulation
and agrees with studies of the data made using the hadronic decays of the Z. A further
uncertainty of 2.3 fs in 1992 and 2.6 fs in 1993 was included as a result of studying
the eect of including a second Gaussian in the parameterisation of the vertex detector
resolution to describe possible tails in the resolution function. These uncertainties were
added in quadrature and attributed to our understanding of the resolution in Table 5. The
tting program applied the vertex detector resolution determined from muons to decay
tracks identied as charged hadrons or muons while it applied the resolution determined
from electrons to decay tracks identied as electrons
z
. The residual uncertainty possible
due to a misassignment of the particle type was estimated to be 0.2 fs.
The background, from e
+
e
 
; 
+

 
and two photon events, listed in Table 2, was
accounted for by adding to the physics function suitably normalised delta functions having
zero miss distance. This resulted in 1:80:5 and 2:30:6 fs corrections to the lifetimes for
each year's measurement. Residual alignment uncertainty (0.5 fs) and parameterisation
of the physics function (0.7 fs) were additional contributions to the systematic uncertainty
on the lifetime.
z
The particle identication used is similar to that described in ref. [9].
8The uncertainty in the mean tau longitudinal polarisation was estimated by varying the
weak mixing angle (
W
) in KORALZ and found to contribute 0.3 fs to the overall lifetime
systematic uncertainty, while correlations between the transverse spin components were
estimated using KORALB [10] to give an uncertainty of less than 0.4 fs. An uncertainty
of 0.5 fs was determined to come from possible variations in the tau branching ratios.
Combining these three eects, a total systematic of 0.7 fs was assigned.
The range over which the t was performed was chosen, after studying the data and
fully simulated Monte Carlo events, to be 1:5 mm. This minimised the eects of tails
arising from elastic hadronic scattering while preserving maximum sensitivity to the life-
time. This choice corresponded to a removal of 0.1% of the data, consistent with the
amount expected from the hadronic interaction probability in the beampipe and VD.
Varying the range by 0:5 mm introduced a further uncertainty of 1.1 and 1.2 fs to the
lifetime measurements in 1992 and 1993 respectively.
The dierent systematic uncertainties (summarised in Table 5) were added together
in quadrature, giving the following results for the tau lepton lifetime:

92
= 295:6  5:1 (stat.)  3:2 (sys.) fs, (12)

93
= 284:9  4:8 (stat.)  3:3 (sys.) fs. (13)
These two measurements were combined, accounting for the correlations in the sys-
tematic uncertainties shown in Table 5, to give the result

md
= 290:1  3:5 (stat.) 3:1 (sys.) fs.
2.3 Combination of One-Prong Measurements
Table 6: Summary of the lifetime uncertainties on the two one-prong measurements and
their correlations.
IPD MD Correlation
fs fs
Lifetime value 293.9 290.1 -
Statistical Uncertainty 4.8 3.5 0.3
Event Selection 0.6 0.7 1.0
Removal of Events 1.1 - -
Fit Range - 0.8 -
Background 0.5 0.6 1.0
Tracking Resolution 0.5 2.6 1.0
Alignment 0.4 0.5 1.0
Branching Ratios/Polarisation 0.3 0.7 1.0
Particle Misidentication - 0.1 -
Physics Function - 0.7 -
Simulation of Tau Production 0.3 - -
Total Uncertainty 5.0 4.7 0.32
In the combination of the one-prong measurements the correlation both in the statis-
tical and systematic errors has to be taken into account.
The correlation between the statistical uncertainties was determined dividing the
Monte Carlo simulation into sixty sub-samples and performing the miss distance and
9impact parameter dierence lifetime measurements on each sub-sample. The resulting t
values were then compared and the correlation extracted. The obtained value was 30%;
varying the statistical correlation between 20% and 40% changes the overall uncertainty
on the combined lifetime determination by less than 0.1 fs.
The systematic errors and their correlations are summarised in Table 6. The main
dierences in the size of the errors are due to the larger sensitivity of the miss distance
method to the tracking resolution and to physics eects. In the miss distance analysis,
the lifetime is obtained by subtracting 
extrap
from the width of the observed distribution;
in the impact parameter dierence analysis, 
extrap
aects only the relative weight of the
events but does not inuence the expectation value of the variable Y . The miss distance
analysis is sensitive to the modelling of tau decays; the impact parameter dierence does
not need any assumption on the decay angle distribution.
The larger systematic uncertainties in the miss distance analysis are compensated
by the smaller statistical uncertainty. Thus in the nal result the two measurements
contribute almost equally. Combining the results and allowing for the total correlation
of 32% gives

1prong
= 291:8  3:3 (stat.)  2:1 (sys.) fs.
3 The Decay Vertex Reconstruction Method
Decays of the tau with three charged particles in the nal state have been used to
measure the lifetime by reconstructing the secondary vertex and calculating the distance
from the production point of the tau. Only events where the opposite tau decays into
a single charged particle are considered. To suppress hadronic background the three
charged tracks were required to be consistent with having come from a single decay point
(see below), have an invariant mass less than 2 GeV/c
2
and have a largest opening angle in
the R plane of less than 0.2 radians. Photon conversions were suppressed by demanding
the invariant mass of pairs of oppositely charged particles be greater than 50 MeV/c
2
. A
study of simulated data showed that a purity of 99:6 0:2% was obtained.
Tracks were reconstructed using detector elements from the VD, ID and TPC. Since
the extrapolation resolution close to the interaction region is dominated by the measure-
ment uncertainty of the VD, care was taken to describe this accurately. It was found
appropriate to parameterise it as a double Gaussian which was a function of the angle
at which the track crosses the silicon wafer, the distance from the diode strip, and the
energy deposited in the silicon. This parameterisation improves the estimate of the VD
error, in particular for particles which deposit large amounts of energy through delta
rays. The track t was extended to take into account this parameterisation. Above 0.2%,
where a cut is made, the probability distribution for the track ts is at, showing that
the tracking and errors are well understood. In contrast, the probability distribution for
a single Gaussian parameterisation of the VD errors ceased to be at below 5%.
Each of the three tracks was extrapolated towards the interaction region, and allow-
ing for error propagation and residual misalignments the most likely vertex (x
0
; y
0
) is
found, together with its statistical uncertainty, described by the function P, which is
approximately Gaussian in both dimensions. The probability that the three tracks came
from a common vertex was obtained. This distribution was at except for a peak for
probabilities below 1% which corresponds to either badly reconstructed events or back-
ground processes. These events were removed. The nal data samples for 1992 and 1993
consisted of 2032 and 2447 events respectively.
10
An estimate of the decay length in the R plane (l) was obtained by maximising the
log likelihood function
L(l; 
x
; 
y
) = logP(x
v
; y
v
;x
0
; y
0
) 
1
2
(
x
=
x
)
2
 
1
2
(
y
=
y
)
2
x
v
= x
b
+ 
x
+ l cos 
y
v
= y
b
+ 
y
+ l sin
(14)
where 
x
; 
y
are osets in the tau production point from the average beam position (x
b
; y
b
),
and are required to be consistent with the beam prole which is parameterised by Gaus-
sian distributions in x and y of standard deviations 
x
and 
y
respectively. The tau
direction is approximated by , the azimuthal direction of the three-prong system.
The ight distance was calculated from l using the polar angle, , of the three-prong
system's momentum. This was converted to a ight time, t, in the rest frame of the tau
via the relation
t =
l
c sin 
(15)
where  dene the boost of the tau as in the impact parameter dierence method above.
For each event, the probability was calculated that a ight time, t, was seen given a
mean lifetime,  , and a measurement uncertainty described by the resolution function
R(
t
). The most likely value of  was obtained by maximising the product of these
event probabilities. The functional form for R(
t
) was obtained from the full detector
simulation where it was found that the distribution of t about the true decay time was
not a simple Gaussian, but was best described by a sum of two Gaussian distributions,
one of standard deviation 
t
corresponding to 93 % of the events and one of 3
t
for the
remaining 7%. A typical value for 
t
was 100 fs. Comparison of the true and estimated
values for  showed the method to be unbiased to better than 2 fs.
To allow for possible deviations from the calculated uncertainty on the decay length, a
scale factor () was introduced which multiplies 
t
in the likelihood t. The decay length
distribution for the 1992 and 1993 data samples along with the curve representing the best
t lifetime value is shown in Figure 3. The t to the 1992 data yielded 
92
= 282:37:2 fs,
 = 1:03  0:04, while for 1993 data 
93
= 289:3  6:5 fs,  = 1:05  0:04. The t was
repeated without a scale factor, with a free parameter for the percentage contribution in
the second Gaussian, and for a weighed average. The largest deviations from the original
t for the 1992 and 1993 data samples were 0.2 fs and 3.9 fs respectively, which were
taken as systematic errors. The larger deviation seen for 1993 data may be indicative of
residual alignment eects in that year.
A correction of +1.1 fs was made to account for the 0:4  0:2% hadronic background
present in the sample, as estimated from simulated data. The statistical uncertainty on
the size of this background contributed a systematic uncertainty on the lifetime of 0.5 fs.
The contribution from the absolute alignment of the Microvertex Detector was es-
timated to be 1:8 fs. The uncertainty in the calibration of  measured by the TPC
produced a systematic of 0.3 fs. Uncertainties in the eect of initial and nal state
radiation contribute less than 0.5 fs. These systematics are summarised in Table 7.
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1992 1993 Correlation
fs fs
Fit Method 2.0 2.0 1.0
Parameterisation of Fit 0.2 3.9 0.0
Hadronic Background 0.5 0.5 0.4
VD Alignment 1.8 1.8 1.0
Polar Angle 0.3 0.3 1.0
Radiation 0.4 0.3 0.0
Total 2.8 4.8 0.6
Table 7: Systematic uncertainty contributions to the three-prong lifetime determination
by source in 1992 and 1993 showing the correlation between the years. Errors are com-
bined in quadrature to calculate the total for each year.
The lifetime determinations for 1992 and 1993 data were

92
= 283:4  7:2 (stat.)  2:8 (sys.) fs, (16)

93
= 290:4  6:5 (stat.)  4:8 (sys.) fs. (17)
Combining these results and allowing for correlated systematics, the tau lifetime was
measured to be

3prong
= 286:7  4:9 (stat.)  3:3 (sys.) fs.
4 Summary and Conclusions
The lifetime of the tau has been measured with three methods. The two one-prong
measurements have been combined to give a single lifetime determination from one-
prong decays. Only the systematic uncertainty attributed to the alignment of the vertex
detector is common between the one-prong and three-prong measurements resulting in a
4% correlation between the two results. Combining the two results by weighting them
with the reciprocal of the quadratic sum of the statistical and independent systematic
uncertainties and retaining the common alignment systematic uncertainty unaltered, a
tau lifetime of


= 290:3  2:7 (stat.) 1:8 (sys.) fs
was obtained. Combining this with our previously published tau lifetime results of 298
7 fs [3] based on the 1991 data and using a 10 % correlation between the two results to
account for similarities in the alignment procedure used for the VD gives 291:4  3:0 fs.
This result agrees with the value of 285:7  4:1 fs predicted by Eqns. 1 assuming e-
universality (g
e
= g

), using the DELPHI measurement of the average leptonic branching
ratio corrected for a massless lepton, BR( ! l) = 17:50  0:25% [9], and
m

= 1777:1  0:4 MeV/c
2
[8]. Alternatively the measured lifetime may be used to
determine the relative strength of the coupling constants (g

=g
l
). This ratio was found
to be 0.990  0.009, consistent with lepton universality.
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Figure 1: Average value of d
+
  d
 
for slices of the X variable dened in the text. The
solid line shows the best t which was performed on an event by event basis.
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Figure 2: The tau miss distance distribution. The dashed line is the best t from which
the tau lifetime was determined.
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Figure 3: The observed decay length distribution for three-prong taus using the vertex
method. The superimposed curve is the result of the maximum likelihood t as described
in the text.
